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Straw Tube Tracker(STT)

4636 Straw tubes
23-27 planar layers 
• 15-19 axial layers(green) in beam direction
• 4 stereo double-layers for 3D reconstruction,

with ±2.89 skew angle(blue/red)

From STT :   Wire position + drift time
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1: Sort hits, and fill into array 

array_layer_0 <= (1, 2)

array_layer_1 <= (3, 4)

array_layer_2 <= (5, 6)

2: Combine hits of two adjacent layers, 

keep effective combinations (in red color)

Layer 0 & 1:   1->3  ||  2->3 || 1->4 || 2->4

Layer 1 & 2:   3->5  ||  4->5 || 3->6 || 4->6

Easy to parallel design.

3:  Connect these combinations and 

form tracklets

1->4   +   4->5  …  =  1->4->5->8->9

2->3   +   3->6  …  =  2->3->6->7…..

If somewhere broken, a further step to 

connect them…
4:  Calculate momentum for each tracklet.

Road finding
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Known :  xi , yi ,di

Question: To determine a circle,

x2 + y2 + ax + by + c = 0

Method: Minimize the equation

E2 = ∑(xi
2 + yi

2 + a xi+ b yi + c)2 (1/ di)
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Sx = ∑xi                …

Sxx = ∑xixi           …

Sxxx = ∑xixixi      …

Calculation of circle parameters
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1)  Circle para.

2)  Track quality. 
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Multi-track
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Performance study  -- single/multi-track event
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Single track, 0.2GeV



Performance study  -- Dpm events

Event #1 Event #2

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)
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Event #3 Event #4

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)

Performance study  -- Dpm events
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Performance study  -- Dpm events, time-based

Event #1 Event #1

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)
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Event #2 Event #2

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)
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Performance study  -- Dpm events, time-based



Event #3 Event #3

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)
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Performance study  -- Dpm events, time-based



Event #4 Event #4

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)
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Performance study  -- Dpm events, time-based



1:    Number of hits in the track

2:    χ2 of the track

Assign a track to the correct event
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χ2



Event #1 Event #1

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)
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Assign a track to the correct event



Event #2 Event #2

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)
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Assign a track to the correct event



Event #3 Event #3

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)
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Assign a track to the correct event



Event #4 Event #4

Black dashed line: track by MC truth
Red line: recon. track
Blue:  recon. using outer layers
drift circles belong to current event 
(Red) or other events (Green)

T0 information:  current event(Red) or other events(Green)

Assign a track to the correct event



VHDL implementation

1: Road finding: Using status machine to control the following procedures.

1) Hit sorting: fill hit into array_layer_id  according to layer ID

2) Combine hits from two adjacent layers

3) Form a tracklet by attaching hit layer by layer

tracklet_inner : layer 0-7    

tracklet_outer:  layer 8-15

4)    Combine tracklet_inner and tracklet_outer. 

For one event with 100 hits (6 tracks):  1) 100 clock cycles (cc)  2) ~ 300-600cc     3)  

~200cc       several us   (if FPGA running at 100MHz)
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xi_1cc  

xx xx_1cc

xxx Sxxx += xxx_1cc

a = Syy*(-Sxxx-Sxyy) - Sxy*(-Sxxy-Syyy);

yy yy_1cc

Syy+=yy_1cc Syy_1cc

Syy*Sxxx
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VHDL implementation

2: Momentum calculation

3: χ2 calculation

24X24 bit not precise enough   32X32 bit
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PC as data source and receiver.

 Ethernet.  

 Optical link (UDP by Grzegorz Korcyl )

(not integrated yet)

FPGA

FIFO Tracking 
algorithm

Ethernet via
Optical Link

Setup and test

FIFO



Simulation with ISim and test at FPGA
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Track            #1          #2           #3           #4

Xr (cm):     -38.8      63.9       62.4       124.2

Yr (cm):     -158.7    -129.9   -127.8    107.1

R(cm):        163.3     144.7    142.2     164.0

χ2 :           0.40        0.63       0.58       0.74

Timing Expectation(4 tracks per event):     200cc+300cc  300~500cc

 3~5 us/event, agrees to the test with 1M events.



Device utilization Summary
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…………

31 multiplications take too much resource.

Multiplication(32 X 32 bit):                4 DSPs  or  1088 LUTs

Need a smarter way to calculate χ2
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Summary and Outlook

 In the road finding module, the match of inner and outer layer is done.

 In momentum calculation module, the χ2 is calculated.

 One more module is necessary to assign one recon. track to the correct 

event.

Next to do:

The road finding module is being optimized.

The module to calculate χ2 need to be improved.
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Thank you
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Device utilization Summary
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PANDA@20MHz.      2*107 events/second

1 event:    ~3 tracks/event  * ~16 hits/track * ~ 2 (overlap factor)  ~100 hits/event

When dividing STT into 16 layers,  ~6 hits/layers.   6*6*15 = 540 combinations

~1~2 clock cycles/combination.  500~1000 clock cycles/event

If FPGA running at 100MHz, (500~1000)*10ns/ 50ns   100~200 FPGA   25~50 

CN
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Performance study – single track
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DPM background – Event # 1



To improve the momentum resolution

x

y

xc, yc, R

0.2GeV/c :   0.195 ±0.0068    0.195±0.0068 

0.5GeV/c :   0.5     ±0.0212    0.5    ± 0.0164

1.0GeV/c :   0.99   ±0.0595    1.0    ± 0.0317

2.0GeV/c :   1.85   ±0.213      2.0    ± 0.073

30Pt(GeV/c) Pt(GeV/c)



2**(-16) = 0.00001526


